Smart Seminar Room based on Multi-Modal Recognition of Verbal and Non-Verbal Information
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### Problems

- **Speech Communication**
  - Speech-to-text
    - Speech recognition
    - Captioning
  - Sensing of comprehension & interest level
    - Assist comprehension
    - Presentation upon interest
    - Annotations

### Approach

- **Listening to main speakers (Content-based)**
  - Speech recognition
  - Natural language analysis
  - Keyword-based indexing (tf-idf)
- **Sensing audience reaction (Interaction-based)**
  - Non-verbal information
    - Gaze, nodding, backchannel
  - Attention, interest-level
Process Overview

Speech recognition → Content analysis → Interaction analysis → Content-based indexing
Audio analysis → Interaction analysis → Interactive presentation
Video analysis

[multi-modal sensing] [archiving & presentation support]
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Multi-modal Sensing & Analysis

- Video
- Motion
- Audio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pointing</th>
<th>Gaze (head)</th>
<th>Nodding</th>
<th>Backchannel</th>
<th>Laughter</th>
<th>Utterance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- (mental state)
- attention
- comprehension
- interest
- courtesy